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The mixture of graphene oxide (GO) and dye molecules may provide some new applications
due to unique electronic, optical, and structural properties. Methylene blue (MB), a typical anionic dye, can attach on GO via π-π stacking and electrostatic interaction, and the
molecule removal process on GO has been observed. However, it remains unclear about the
ultrafast carrier dynamics and the internal energy transfer pathways of the system which is
composed of GO and MB. We have employed ultrafast optical pump-probe spectroscopy to
investigate the excited dynamics of the GO-MB system dispersed in water by exciting the
samples at 400 nm pump pulse. The pristine MB and GO dynamics are also analyzed in
tandem for a direct comparison. Utilizing the global analysis to fit the measured signal via a
sequential model, five lifetimes are acquired: (0.61±0.01) ps, (3.52±0.04) ps, (14.1±0.3) ps,
(84±2) ps, and (3.66±0.08) ns. The ultrafast dynamics corresponding to these lifetimes was
analyzed and the new relaxation processes were found in the GO-MB system, compared with
the pristine MB. The results reveal that the functionalization of GO can alter the known
decay pathways of MB via the energy transfer from GO to MB in system, the increased
intermediate state, and the promoted energy transfer from triplet state MB to ground state
oxygen molecules dissolved in aqueous sample.
Key words: Transient absorption spectroscopy, Methylene blue, Functionalization of
graphene oxide, Relaxation channels

mers, and nanoparticles, than graphene that lacks sp3
hybridized carbon atoms [12−15]. Thus, recently, GO
and dye composites have been widely explored for the
removal of dye molecules and the investigations of the
absorption behavior of the dye molecules onto the GO
have been reported by different groups [16−22]. The
optical features of GO will alter evidently after mixing
some dyes and meanwhile the photochemical properties
of the dye molecules will also change due to the different GO functionalized processes. Till now, although
much progresses have been achieved in related studies,
the ultrafast carrier dynamics and the internal energy
transfer pathways of the system which is composed of
GO and the dye molecules are still a controversial issue.
Methylene blue (MB), a typical anionic dye, is used
widely in biological and industrial applications such
as assay for nucleic acids, protein determination, controlled drug release, color fiber, paints textiles, and so
forth [23−26]. In MB and GO composites, the removal
process of the dye molecules at the GO has been observed and the mechanism of the adsorption behavior
was finally explicated. MB molecules can attach on
GO via π-π stacking and electrostatic interaction, and

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a two-dimensional array material consisting of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a
hexagonal lattice. Owing to its distinctive structure,
graphene exhibits many unusual properties and potential applications in a variety of fields such as electronics,
composites, sensors, and energy related systems [1−6].
Following the exciting research of graphene, in recent
years, graphene oxide (GO) has attracted increasing research attention due to the candidate status instead of
graphene in some aspects and promising applications
[7−11]. As the analogue of graphene with high carrier
transport mobility, GO is more suitable for some electronics and optics applications because of the plentiful
oxygen-containing functional groups which can interact
with electron donors and acceptors such as dyes, poly-
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the Benesi-Hildebrand method was adopted to study
the interaction of MB and GO in the water system [27,
28]. However, the mechanism of ultrafast carrier relaxation of GO and MB composites has still not been completely interpreted. Transient absorption spectroscopy
(TAS) has been provn to be one of the most versatile
techniques for studying ultrafast processes in physics,
chemistry, and biology [29]. Transient absorption properties can expose some hidden information on GO and
dye composites to help us understand their mysterious
ultrafast carrier relaxation dynamics and explore a new
application prospect in some fields.
In the present work, we focus on the ultrafast carrier kinetic process of the system which is composed of
GO and MB molecules studied by femtosecond timeresolved transient absorption spectroscopy. The transient absorption spectra of GO and MB composites in
water, including both positive and negative absorbance
changes, are observed via a broad probe region. Steady
state absorption spectra measurements have also been
conducted in order to help us interpret the related
mechanism. We adopt the sequential kinetic model to
globally fit the experiment data. The related electronic
transition channels responsible for ground state bleaching, excited state absorption, and stimulated emission
processes are discussed in detail.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The aqueous GO sample with a concentration of
1 mg/mL is purchased from Hengqiu Tech. Inc. The
MB sample is purchased from Aladdin and is diluted
in water to a concentration of 0.1 mmol/L. The third
sample is prepared by mingling the above aqueous GO
and the aqueous MB with the equal proportion. The
pH value of both the aqueous GO and the aqueous MB
is 5.
Steady-state absorption spectra are measured by a
spectrometer (AvaSpec-1650F-USB2). The system of
time-resolved transient absorption measurement [30] is
carried out using a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire
laser system (Coherent Libra) to provide the fundamental light source. The output of the amplifier of
2 mJ pulse energy, 50 fs pulse width, 1000 Hz repetition rate, at 800 nm wavelength is split into two parts.
The stronger beam is used to generate the pump pulses
(400 nm) by using a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal. The broadband white light continuum probe pulses
from 450 nm to 750 nm are generated by focusing another beam into a 2 mm thick sapphire plate. The
pump and probe beams are overlapped on the sample
which is put into quartz cuvette (1 mm). The pump
beam at the sample has a diameter of 1 mm and the
diameter of the probe beam is 300 µm. The signals of
probe pulse are collected by a fiber-coupled spectrometer (AvaSpec-1650F-USB2) connected to a computer
after passing through the sample. A neutral density
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1704070

FIG. 1 Absorption spectra of aqueous MB, aqueous GO,
aqueous MB, and GO composites in a 1 mm cuvette.

optical filter is used to adjust the energy of the 400 nm
pump pulse to about 3 µJ per pulse and the excitation
pulse is chopped at 500 Hz. The width of IRF is 100 fs
and the group velocity dispersion effect of the transient
spectra is compensated by a home-made chirp program.
All of the experimental measurements are performed at
room temperature.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 1 presents the absorption spectra of three samples in 1 mm cuvtte ranging from the UV to near infrared range. For MB, the main peak at ∼670 nm
comes from the n-π ∗ transition in dilute aqueous solution [31], this is exactly consistent with the characteristic of the MB monomer in solution. The shoulder
peak at 610 nm is assigned to MB dimerization in solution and the absorbance of MB almost disappears before
550 nm and after 700 nm [32]. Different from MB, the
absorption spectrum of GO has a relatively wide absorption band and is peaked at ∼300 nm, corresponding to n-π ∗ transition of the C=O bond in sp3 hybrid
regions of carbon based materials [33, 34]. As shown
in FIG. 1, the absorbance of GO decreases gradually
after 300 nm and these absorption features are typical
for as-prepared aqueous GO [8]. In addition, the absorption spectra of the composites exhibit two maxima
at ∼630 and 690 nm, which are assigned to adsorbed
MB dimer and monomer respectively [32]. Here, it can
been seen that the composites show red-shifted absorption peaks, compared to the aqueous MB, it indicates
that new aggregations form after mixing MB and GO.
The new aggregations mainly include two types: the aggregation of the MB monomer (MB-GO) and the MB
dimer (MB2 -GO) on the GO surface, they are in full
agreement with the findings from the UV-Vis measurements and related study [31].
The transient absorption spectra of aqueous MB and
aqueous GO recorded in the 450−750 nm spectral region and in the 0−2 ns time window are shown in
FIG. 2 (a) and (b). There is an apparent negative
signal at about 670 nm and a broad absorption band
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FIG. 2 Transient absorption spectra of (a) aqueous MB, (b) aqueous GO, (c) aqueous MB and GO composites with different
delay times after 400 nm excitation, (d) the above samples at 1 ps.

in the 450−560 nm region in FIG. 2(a). The former
agrees well with the UV-visible absorption spectra of
MB and can be mainly attributed to the ground state
bleaching. For GO, a broad excited state absorption
signal from around 470 nm to 750 nm is observed in
FIG. 2(b), which indicates that the photo-excited carriers absorb probe light being promoted into higher excited state levels and produce an excitation of higher
energy. As shown in FIG. 2(c), the transient absorption spectra of aqueous MB and GO composites exhibit two obvious features, a broad excited state absorption peak at 540 nm and a broad bleaching band
at about 670 nm. It has already been confirmed that
MB molecules can attach on the surface of GO by π-π
stacking and electrostatic interaction to form the aggregations, and the energy transfer process can occur in the
aggregation system [35−37]. In order to expediently see
the change after mixing MB and GO, the transient absorption spectra of the above three samples at 1 ps are
shown in FIG. 2(d). Here, it can be found that MB
and GO composites show an enhanced absorption signal around 540 nm, compared to the cumulative signal
of pure aqueous MB and GO in FIG. 2 (a) and (b).
It is suggested that MB molecules acquire the energy
from GO molecules in these aggregations after 400 nm
excitation to increase the yield of the excited carriers,
which are promoted to excited state levels from ground
state levels, thus more excited state absorption signals
are observed in the measurement and the results agree
well with the previous studies [32, 35, 49]. Furthermore,
MB-GO composites also exhibit more intense bleaching
signals around 670 nm because of the enhanced effiDOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1704070

ciency of ground state to excited state transition of MB
in the aggregations. This phenomenon reveals the fact
that the negative signal of ground state bleaching of MB
is much more intense than the positive signal of excited
state absorption of GO in the aggregations.
In order to grasp further kinetic traces of the system
which is composed of GO and MB molecules, the dynamic decay curves of aqueous MB, aqueous GO, and
aqueous MB and GO composites at the center wavelength (540 nm) are shown in FIG. 3(a). These curves
have been normalized to unity at 2 ns in logarithmic
scale for a better comparison of their changes over time.
As known from FIG. 1(a) and FIG. 2(a), the excited
state absorption of MB at 540 nm is much weaker than
GO due to the negligible absorption of the 400 nm pump
pulse, and the absorption signals of MB should be covered approximately by the signals of GO in the MB
and GO composites. However, the curve that represents the excited state absorption recovery of the MB
and GO composites becomes slower than the one of
the GO in FIG. 3(a). It indicates that new aggregation molecules are formed by mixing MB and GO, thus
MB molecules make a much greater contribution to the
overall excited state absorption signals of the composites at around 540 nm via acquiring the energy from
the aggregation system than pure aqueous MB. The intersystem energy transfer processes occur after being
excited by the 400 nm laser pulse and this is in agreement with our former explanation. The recovery kinetics traces at 670 nm for the three specimens are compared in FIG. 3(b). It can be found that the recovery
of the MB and GO composites is obviously faster than
c
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FIG. 3 Normalized transient decay dynamics of aqueous
MB, aqueous GO and aqueous MB and GO composites at
(a) 540 nm and (b) 670 nm after being excited by the 400 nm
laser pulse.

the bleach recovery of MB, indicating that not all signals in the dimer system derive from the ground state
bleaching of the MB in the aggregation. The signals of
the composites at 670 nm mainly include, the excited
state absorption of the GO, the ground state bleaching
of the MB which absorbs energy from pump pulse directly and harvests energy from the aggregation system
indirectly.
To investigate the evolution of the excited or intermediate states of the system more clearly, the transient
absorption signals are analyzed within a global fitting
framework [38, 39]. As shown in FIG. 4(a)−(c), the
evolution associated difference spectra (EADS) of the
three samples are achieved by using a sequential kinetic scheme with increasing time to fit globally the
experiment data. In the case of the aqueous MB, five
components are necessary to fit the data with lifetimes of (0.19±0.01) ps, (2.84±0.04) ps, (51±3) ps,
(261±4) ps, and >1 ns. It has been proven that S1
state splits into the upper excitonic state (S+ ) and the
lower state (S− ) in the MB dimer due to the addition
of the in-phase transition dipole moments of constituent
monomers [40−43]. The first EADS correspond to MB
dimers S∗+ and the second EADS correspond to S∗− .
The time constant of 0.19 ps corresponds to S∗+ →S∗−
relaxation, in excellent agreement with the previous
study which speculates internal conversion within exciton state to occur in extremely rapid time (<1 ps) [44].
The later three component represent S∗1 →S1 , S1 →T1 ,
and T1 →T0 of MB monomer respectively [26, 45, 46].
Previously, the triplet state lifetime of MB system had
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/30/cjcp1704070
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been shown (>1.0 µs) in Ref.[26]. And the experimental data are in full agreement with another recent report [44]. For GO, the transient data can be fitted
globally with four time constants of (0.72±0.01) ps,
(4.8±0.1) ps, (48±1) ps, >1 ns and these results correspond to the related reports in the previous pump-probe
studies on GO [47, 48]. Furthermore, we still utilize the
five population sequential reaction model to resolve the
detailed relaxation process of the excited state in the
MB-GO aggregation. Five lifetimes are acquired via
fitting of (0.61±0.01) ps, (3.52±0.04) ps, (14.1±0.3) ps,
(84±2) ps, and 3.66±0.08 ns. In FIG. 4(c), the first
EADS corresponds to MB2 -GO S∗− and the S∗+ →S∗− relaxation occur within 0.61 ps, which is almost three
times slower than the same process in the pure MB2 . It
is inferred that a large proportion of energy which promotes carriers from S0 into S∗+ in MB2 -GO, is derived
from GO of MB2 -GO, since GO can directly absorb the
most energy from 400 nm excitation. And the process
that energy transfer from GO to MB in MB2 -GO system
is accomplished about within 0.61 ps. The second lifetime of 3.52 ps almost is only longer 0.68 ps than MB2
due to intersystem energy transfer, indicating that the
decay pathways of MB2 in MB2 -GO system is the same
as the pure MB2 , both are internal conversion from excited state to the ground state. The third and fourth
components represent S∗1 →S1 , S1 →T1 of MB-GO respectively, they are significantly faster than MB and it
implies the other potential channels that can increase
the rate of decay of the singlet state of MB in MB-GO
system. The phenomenon might be explained as the increased intermediate state between the highest occupied
molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (HOMO-LUMO) of the MB-GO due to interaction between MB and GO containing a mixture of sp2
and sp3 carbons [49]. And it is also in agreement with
the red-shifted absorption peaks of MB-GO in comparison to MB in the absorption spectra measurement.
The dynamic models of MB and MB-GO are shown in
FIG. 5. The last component corresponds to the decay
of triplet state MB in MB-GO system, it is much faster
than in pure MB system, this reveals that the decay
pathways of triplet state MB also cause changes after
combining functionalized GO. For triplet state MB, two
major photochemical pathways have been observed: the
triplet energy is transferred to oxygen forming singlet
oxygen (1 O2 ) and the triplet decay to the ground state
via intersystem crossing [26, 50−52]. Wojtoniszak et
al. have found that GO functionalized with MB (GOMB) shows enhanced efficiency in singlet oxygen generation compared to pristine MB [34]. But they still
have not come up with enough convincing explanation
of this phenomenon. By comparing the decay lifetimes
of triplet state MB in two samples, we speculate that adsorption of MB on GO can promote the energy transfer
from triplet state MB to ground state oxygen molecules
dissolved in aqueous sample and increase the proportion
of this decay channel.
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FIG. 4 EADS obtained with a sequential kinetic model to fit the transient absorption data of (a) aqueous MB, (b) aqueous
GO, (c) aqueous MB and GO composites.

FIG. 5 Dynamic models of MB and MB-GO. Pump: 400 nm excitation, IC: internal conversion, ISC: intersystem crossing,
ET: energy transfer from GO to MB, IMS: intermediate state.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the ultrafast carrier relaxation of MB and GO composites by the femtosecond
time-resolved transient absorption spectra. Because of
electrostatic interaction and π-π stacking, MB and GO
form a new aggregation system in water, which changes
the properties of dye molecules. The alterations in the
aggregation system are monitored by steady-state and
transient absorption spectroscopy measurements. The
relaxation process and energy transfer channels are analyzed by using the sequential kinetic model to globally fit the experiment data. It is found that the relaxation rate of MB2 -GO is slower than that of MB2 ,
which is attributed to the internal energy transfer in
the aggregation system. In addition, the increased intermediate state between the HOMO-LUMO results in
the new photochemical pathways and increase the rate
of decay of the singlet state of MB in MB-GO system.
We infer that GO functionalized with MB may promote
the intersystem energy transfer from triplet state MB
to ground state oxygen. And it can be a reasonable
explanation to this observation that GO-MB shows enhanced efficiency in singlet oxygen generation compared
with pristine MB.
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